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Tequila
Casco Viejo 100% Agave Blanco

£2.70

Casco Viejo Blanco is a traditional hand crafted tequila
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Tequila

produced by the Camarena Brothers, the third largest
owners of agave plantations in Mexico. Their privileged
access to the finest plants from the premium highland
region of Arandas creates 100% agave banco and re-

posed tequilas of exceptional quality.

La Cava Don Agustin Añejo Tequila

£5.70

La Cava de Don Agustin Anejo, 100% Agave Tequila
aged in American oak barrels for 12 months. The hand
selected agave is cooked using a slow steam process
in stone ovens holding the proper temperatures for 72
2
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Premium, Local Gins
Cana Brava 7yr Gold Rum

£4.90

Panama

Gin dates back to early 17th Century Holland, where it was
known as Jenever. It was produced as a tonic to treat stomach

Cana Brava Rum is made at the Las Cabras distillery
in Herrera, Panama. Aged for seven years in exbourbon barrels, this is light yet complex with notes of
pineapple, vanilla, dark chocolate and

complaints, gout and gallstones. To make it more palatable, the
Dutch started to flavour it with juniper, which has medicinal
properties of its own. British troops fighting in the Low Countries
during the Thirty Years' War were given 'Dutch Courage'
throughout the long campaigns and the damp weather as gin was
considered to have warming properties. After the war, the troops

cinnamon.

brought gin home with them, and the rest, as they say, is history!
There’s no doubt that gin has undergone a revolution in the UK
and the South West has a fabulous range of distilleries from
which we have selected our favourites and matched them with

Doorly’s 3yr old White Rum

£2.70

Barbados

what we think is the best premium Fever Tree Tonic & garnish

Aside from our premium, local gins, we are continually on the

Fruity and aromatic with pineapple and other tropical

search for new gin styles and trends, so please ask our team for
our ever changing ‘Gin Of The Month’ - often a fruity number!

fruit notes.
Palate: Fresh and fruity with notes of coconut.
22
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Classic Gins
Exeter Gin

Rum

£3.90

Teignmouth, Devon

This robust yet smooth gin celebrates Exeter's Roman heritage and
occupation between circa AD55 and AD380, using ancient botani-

cals favoured by the Romans such as tarragon basil, cardamom &

Dead Man’s Fingers

marigold combined with 11 other botanicals. The result is an out-

Caribbean/Cornwall

standing gin experience.

Dead Man's Fingers is a spiced rum created by the
Recommended Tonic: Any!
Garnish: Lime

£2.50

owners of
Cornwall restaurant The Rum & Crab Shack. A blend
of rums from Trini-dad and Barbados that is aged for

Plymouth Gin

£3.50

Plymouth, Devon

three years, this has notes of orange, nut-meg, vanilla
and raisin.

Plymouth Gin has been distilled using the same blend of six exotic
botanicals, soft Dartmoor water and pure grain alcohol since 1793.
On the nose there is a rich, fresh aroma of juniper followed by notes
of coriander and cardamom. Extremely smooth, creamy and fullbodied on the palate.
Recommended Tonic: Fever Tree Mediterranean
Garnish: Lemon
4

Rumbullion

£3.90

St Lucia/Kent
At the core of this fabulous winter warmer lies a blend
of the very finest high proof Caribbean rum, to which
21
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Aromatic Gins
Granny Garbutt’s

Vodka

£3.90

Teignmouth. Devon

A light and floral London Dry Gin containing 11 different botanicals inspired by the British Moorland. A background of high

Distil No 9 Vodka

£2.60

quality juniper, English coriander, angelica and orris root, in-

Ukraine

fused with locally picked gorse flowers, marigold hibiscus and

Distil No.9 is a small-batch Ukranian wheat vodka from

heather producing delicate floral notes. A hint of sweetness

Staritsky & Levitsky. Made to the ninth recipe that was

comes from Devon honey, blackberries and Devon spring water.

tried, and with 9,999 bottles per batch, this is a soft yet

Recommended Tonic: Fever Tree Elderflower

full-bodied vodka.

Garnish: Mint and Cucumber
Black Dog Gin

£4.10

Newton Abbott, Devon

Many hours have gone into perfecting our flagship Black Dog
Gin. This smooth, botanical infusion boasts strong citrus notes,

Black Cow Vodka

£3.90

flashes hints of wild flowers and finishes off with red berries.

Dorset

Recommended Tonic: Fever Tree Premium
Garnish: Orange

The creation of West Dorset dairy farmer Jason Barber, Black Cow claims to be the world's first pure milk
vodka, made from nothing but pure whole milk. The
20

Newton House Gin

£4.10

Yeovil, Somerset

On the tongue the gentleness of pine from the juniper is further
5

25ml
Wicked Wolf

£3.90

Dartmoor, Devon

Made from 11 botanicals producing complex layers of citrus and
pepper notes finely balanced with the distinct flavours of juniper
and coriander, resulting in a mature, premium spirit. Hibiscus and

Vodka
Vodka is much more interesting than it might appear to
the casual observer. Scrape beneath the surface and
you’ll find a spirit with a rich and diverse history, made

kaffir lime leaves have been artfully blended with these traditional

from a variety of raw materials, each of which affect

aromatics creating a contemporary, yet restrained character.

the finished product’s final taste, and sometimes fla-

Recommended Tonic: Fever Tree Premium
Garnish: Thyme and Lime
Barbican Botanist

£5.20

Plymouth, Devon

Barbican Botanist is a small batch, hand crafted Gin distilled in the

voured with a quite bewildering array of different fruits,
herbs and spices from every corner of the globe. We’
ve chosen a local vodka and one which shows more
a more traditional style of Vodka.

South West of England. Fresh and citrusy nose translate to the
palate, particularly with the higher ABV of 45%. With undertones
of earthy notes and slight sweet finish from the fennel seed.
Recommended Ton-

Rum
The multi-coloured tapestry of rum styles spanning the
Caribbean, Central and South America is as rich as the

ic: Fever Tree Premium
Garnish: Lemon
Devon Gin

£3.90

Exeter, Devon

history and culture that encircles this great spirit. From
cocktail-friendly white rum through mellow golden examples to molasses-rich navy bottlings, no other drink

6
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Something A Bit Different…

American

Wrecking Coast Clotted Cream Gin

£3.90

Tintagel, Cornwall

Smooth on the palate and velvety rich in the mouth, our hand-

Rittenhouse Straight Rye Whiskey

£4.50

crafted, small-batch

Pennsylvania

clotted cream gin delivers a distinctly Cornish flavour. Using the

A cracking rye from Heaven Hill, illustrative of the clas-

unique approach of building our gin around the clotted cream

sic Pennsylvania 'Monongahela' style. Very popular

ensures the delivery of its velvety richness balanced with the

with rye aficionados, this must be tried by American
whiskey enthusiasts.

traditional notes of juniper you expect in gin.
Recommended Tonic: Fever Tree Premium
Garnish: Strawberry
Sibling Gin

£4.10

Cheltenham, Gloucestershire

On the nose the gin is rich and smooth, with a hint of vanilla,

Georgia Moon Unaged Corn Whiskey

£3.50

Kentucky

A corn spirit entirely devoid of colour (but not of flavour!) due to an ageing period guaranteed less than 30
18

chased by more
traditional juniper and citrus notes. Finally fresh berries complete this luxurious scent. In the mouth, it’s a soft and full spirit,
gently giving way to light peppery freshness and orange citrus.
Vanilla and a burst of fruity blueberries give a finish that is long
7
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Whiskies
As one of the most popular alcoholic beverages created from the distillation of grain based products, whisky
managed to closely infuse itself into culture of many
nations around the world, especially in its homeland of
Scotland. 500 years ago, whisky that we know today
became slowly widespread among Scottish people,

brought to them by the Christian monks who
guarded the secrets of fermentation of distillation.

Rowan’s Creek Small Batch Bourbon

£5.90

Kentucky

Another outstanding bourbon from Kentucky Distillers,
makers of Noah's Mill. Handmade in very small batches and aged in charred oak barrels. This has a very
smooth, rounded character with lovely spicy, fruity flavours.

After the success it had in the northern Europe,
knowledge of whisky
production spread across entire world, enabling other
rich grain producing countries to make their own types
of whisky. This expansion

Heaven Hill Kentucky Bourbon

£2.80

Kentucky
8
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Blended

Japanese
Nikka pure malt Red

£6.50

A blend of two or more Single Malt Scotch Whiskies
that have been distilled at more than one distillery.

Yoichi and Miyagikyo

Pure Malt Red is a Japanese blended malt in a charming looking bottle! This is made up of malt whisky from

8yr Highland Queen Blended Scotch

£2.70

the Nikka distilleries Yoichi and Miyagikyo. The result
is a fruit, creamy, buttery, and slightly herbal whisky.

An 8 year old blended Scotch whisky from the long-

running Highland Queen range named after Mary
Queen of Scots. Fresh apples and a touch of floral

Bourbon

malt on the nose with honeyed fruit sweetness and a
touch of
biscuit on the palate.

Old Fitzgerald Larceny Kentucky Bourbon

£5.90

Kentucky

Larceny was hand selected by the Master Distillers to
have a taste profile of a six-year-old Kentucky Straight
16

Compass Box The Peat Monster

£5.30

9
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Speyside

Ireland

Ranging from light, grassy, ‘lunchtime whiskies’, to
the other end lie the rich, sweet, sherried whiskies.
These two are testament to that!

Teeling Single Grain Irish Whiskey

£5.00

Dublin

Released in 2013, Teeling's Single Grain Whiskey has
been matured full term in Californian Cabernet Sauvi5yr Benromach Single Malt

£3.10

gnon wine barrels, resulting in a spicy and fruity whiskey.

Always ones to go against the grain, Benromach have decided to step away from the NAS (No Age Statement) trend and
put an age statement on their youngest bottling. The 5 Year

Wales

Old Single Malt is light with the distillery's classic hint of
smoke.
Penderyn Maderia Edition Whisky

£5.00

Brecon Beacons

A Gold award winner in the Spirits Business World
18yr The Cooper’s Choice Benrinnes 1995 Port Cask
10

£8.00

Whiskey Masters 2017, this whisky is finished in Ma15
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Lowland

Island
The islands of Arran, Mull, Jura, Skye, Lewis
and Orkney are home to an eclectic mix of
styles, from light citrus to full-on peat smoke.

10yr Arran Malt Whisky

£4.30

The home of the blend and of the large quantities of grain whisky which form its foundation –
but a few producers keep up the trademark light
and grassy Lowland malt style like these two.
12yr Auchentoshan

£4.30

Officially launched in 2006, this 10 year old Single Malt

Triple distilled then matured for over twelve years. This

lies at the heart of the Isle of Arran range and exudes

Lowland Single Malt Whisky has the tempting aroma of

all the honeyed richness we have come to associate

toasted almonds, caramelised

with the island distillery. Sweet. Quite malty, digestive

toffee and the signature smooth, delicate, Auchen-

biscuits, followed by green fruits and Cox's apple peel.

toshan taste.

12yr Glenkinchie
Port Charlotte Scottish Barley - Heavily Peated
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£5.00

£6.20
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Highland

Islay

Scotland’s largest whisky region boasts a dizzy-

The reigning monarch of a typically smoky,

ing array of styles, from rich and textured to fra-

peaty style of

grantly floral

single malt whisky.
12yr Bowmore

15yr Dalwhinnie

£4.50

£5.70

The heart of the Bowmore range, the 12 year old exDalwhinnie 15yo is a good introduction to the delights

hibits some beautiful coastal notes with a gentle peat,

of Single Malt whisky – elegant, smooth and medium-

it is the balance that the floral element presents that

bodied, with a light, fruity palate and a whiff of heather

makes this a great entry Single Malt bottling for

on the finish.

Bowmore.

17yr Cooper’s Choice Ben Nevis 1996

12

£7.60

Campbell Town
13

